is C hypoelliptic and locally solvable, when 0 < q < n ; however this is not the case when q = 0, or q = n, and the latter fact goes back to the fundamental example of Lewy.
If we introduce the coordinates (z,t) Z £ <C , t € 3R , and the complex vectorfields^ 'Iz. Finally what happens to n° + pi ? (From now on, for simplicity of notation n^ = n° and n = 1).
| ^eorem : Suppose p + 0, the operator n^ + pi is locally solvable, C°° and analytic hypoelliptic.
00
The C hypoellipticity was already observed by Melin
The idea will be to construct a parametrix (analytic away from the diagonal).
The formal solution to our problem is
The main difficulty is to give a meaning to this infinite series, and prove the appropriate properties of the kernel it represents. This requires some definitions.
. .1/2 This is a Bessel function, miat is important for us is that lE(u)I < e u complex. Next let w = Izl 2 -it. Write (1) p is real-analytic away from the origin (2) (D^ + PI)P = S + R. , where R is everywhere real-analytic, with 6 = Dirac function of the origin.
The proof of the proposition is somewhat complicated; its details will appear elsewhere [3] .
